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Q- A small ball is suspended from point A by a tread of length L.  A nail is driven into the wall at a 

distance of L/2 below A, at O.  The ball is drawn so that the thread takes up a horizontal position and 

released.  

 

(a) At what point in the ball’s trajectory will the tension in the thread disappear?  

(b) How will the ball move after that?    

(c) What will be the highest point to which it will rise?  

(d) At what point will the ball pass through the vertical line passing the point of suspension?  

 

 

Solution: 

 

The ball when release, will start moving on a vertical circle of radius L. Once the threat becomes 

vertical, it comes in contact with nail, the upper half part of the thread becomes stationary and the ball 

starts moving in a circle of radius L/2 as shown in figure. The velocity of the ball at the lowest point of 

the path is given by the law of conservation of energy as  

 

Loss of potential energy = gain in kinetic energy  

mgL = ½ mv0
2  

gives  v0
2 = 2gL ……………………..  (a)     

 

(a) Let the tension in the thread disappear at the position where the thread makes an angle  with the 

upward vertical. At this point the component of the weight of the ball along the radius of the path will 

provide the required centripetal force and hence the tension become zero and the thread will become 

slack after that. In this position velocity of the ball v1 is given again by conservation of energy as  

½ mv0
2 -½ mv1

2 = mg(L/2)(1 +cos  )………….(b)   (OM = L/2 cos) 

but at this position mg cos  =mv1
2/(L/2)    ……(c)   (centripetal force) 

 

solving (a),(b) and (c) we get  

mgL – (1/4) mgLcos  =mg(L/2)(1+cos  ) 

gives   cos  =2/3 

 

at height (L/2)cos   = (L/2)(2/3) = L/3 from the nail,  

and the velocity at that position is  v1
2=(L/2) g cos  =Lg/3 

 

(b) At this point the thread becomes slack and the ball moves 

like a projectile on a parabolic path. When this parabola again 

crosses the circular path, the string becomes taught again, and 

the ball moves again on the circular path. 

 

(c) The maximum height of the projectile is given by [u2sin2  /2g]. Here just after the string becomes 

slack the ball moves tangential to the circular path makes an angle   with the horizontal and hence it 

will further rise to a height      

h1 = v1
2sin2  /2g = (Lg/3)(1- 4/9)/2g = 5L/54 and the maximum height from the center of the 

circular path (nail) will be (L/2)(2/3) + 5L/54 = 23L/54. 

 

(d) For the projectile the horizontal distance of the vertical line through point of suspension is (L/2)sin

  therefore the vertical distance from point of projection is given by the equation of trajectory  

 [ y =x tan  -gx2/2u2cos2  ] 

We get y= (L/2) sin   tan  - g(L/2)2 sin2  /2(Lg/3)(cos2  )] 

 Y= -5L/96 

Thus the height above the nail it passes the vertical through it is  

L/3 – 5L/96 =27L/96  
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